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Oppositely directed projections of some homologous neurons in the developing CNS of the medicinal leech (Hirudo verbana), such as the
AP cells, undergo a form of contact-dependent homolog avoidance. Embryonic APs extend axons within the connective nerve toward
adjacent ganglia, in which they meet and form gap junctions (GJs) with the oppositely directed axons of their segmental homologs, stop
growing, and are later permanently retracted (Wolszon et al., 1994a,b). However, early deletion of an AP neuron leads to resumed growth
and permanent maintenance of the projections of neighboring APs. Here we test the hypothesis that a GJ-based signaling mechanism is
responsible for this instance of homolog avoidance. We demonstrate that selective knockdown of GJ gene Hve–inx1 expression in single
embryonic APs, by expressing a short-hairpin interfering RNA, leads to continued growth of the projections of the cell toward, into, and
beyond adjacent ganglia. Moreover, the projections of the APs in adjacent ganglia also resume growth, mimicking their responses to cell
deletion. Continued growth was also observed when two different INX1 mutant transgenes that abolish dye coupling between APs were
expressed. These include a mutant transgene that effectively downregulates all GJ plaques that include the INX1 protein and a closed
channel INX1 mutant that retains the adhesive cellular binding characteristic of INX1 GJs but not the open channel pore function. Our
results add GJ intercellular communication to the list of molecular signaling mechanisms that can act as mediators of growth-inhibiting
cell– cell interactions that define the topography of neuronal arbors.

Introduction
Interactions between neurons that define the extent of their ar-
bors include reciprocal growth-inhibiting contacts between ho-
mologs leading to process retraction, a behavior termed homolog
avoidance or neuronal tiling (Kramer and Kuwada, 1983; Kramer
and Stent, 1985). This phenomenon has been described in a va-
riety of animal systems, ranging from sensory neurons of the
same modality in the body wall of the medicinal leech (Blackshaw
et al., 1982; Kramer and Stent, 1985; Gan and Macagno, 1995)
and Drosophila (Grueber et al., 2002) to cells in the different
layers of the mammalian retina (Perry and Linden, 1982; Huck-
feldt et al., 2009). This behavior, together with that of self-
avoidance, or the repulsion between same-cell processes such as
between the dendrites of a neuron, is believed to function to
maximize the innervation of homologous neurons while main-
taining non-overlapping coverage of a target area (Kramer and
Stent, 1985; Wang and Macagno, 1998).

Mutant animals with defective neural tiling have been de-
scribed in Drosophila, and this has led to the isolation of the cell

surface Ig superfamily proteins DSCAM2 and TURTLE (Millard
et al., 2007; Long et al., 2009), which together with the receptor
protein tyrosine phosphatase LAR2 in the leech (Baker and
Macagno, 2000; Baker et al., 2008), are known to be responsible
for heteroneuronal repulsion. In addition, leech Lar2, along with
DSCAM1 in the fly (Zipursky and Grueber, 2013) and protocad-
herin superfamily members in vertebrates (Lefebvre et al.,
2012), appear to play critical roles in isoneuronal repulsion or
self-avoidance.

Gap junction (GJ) proteins may provide another candidate
signaling pathway for mediating interactions between branches
of homologous neurons. In the developing leech CNS, the axonal
projections of certain motor neurons, such as the AP neurons,
display homolog avoidance behavior. Like most leech motor neu-
rons, the adult APs extend projections out of the contralateral
nerve roots to the body wall, where they branch extensively and
are thought to modulate sensory neuron feedback (Gan and Mac-
agno, 1995; Melinek and Muller, 1996). However, in the embryo
APs also project axons anteriorly and posteriorly within the con-
nective nerves (see Fig. 1A–C). When these projections meet the
oppositely directed projections of their segmental homologs,
they form GJs, stop growing and eventually retract completely
(Gao and Macagno, 1987b; Wolszon et al., 1994b). Because abla-
tion of an AP cell before this retraction occurs allows the projec-
tions of its homologs to resume their growth and take over the
vacated territory of the killed cell (Gao and Macagno 1987a,b,
1988; Wolszon et al., 1994b), the possibility was raised that a
GJ-based signaling mechanism might be responsible for cellular
recognition between the AP axons and for causing the ensuing
axonal retraction (Wolszon et al., 1995).
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Fifteen of the 21 innexin (Hve–inx) genes found in the genome
of the medicinal leech, Hirudo verbana, are expressed in the CNS,
of which the AP cells express high levels of Hve–inx1, 14 and 19,
and lower but still significant levels of Hve–inx4 (Kandarian et al.,
2012). Here we examine the effects of experimental perturbation
of Hve–inx1 expression in the AP neuron to ask what role GJs
might play in homolog avoidance.

Materials and Methods
Experimental animals. Hermaphroditic medicinal leech embryos were
obtained from breeding colonies maintained at 22°C in our laboratory
and that of Prof. William Kristan at the University of California, San
Diego and staged according to established criteria (Fernández and Stent,
1982). At this temperature, day 0 (E0) is defined as the day of cocoon
deposition and day 30 (E30) as the day of emergence of the juvenile
animal from the cocoon. All expression and knockdown experiments
were performed on embryos beginning at day 12–13.

Transgene construction and expression. Expression of wild-type INX1
and INX1–proline to leucine mutation (INX1–PL) was performed as
described previously (Firme et al., 2012; Yazdani et al., 2013). Construc-
tion of an INX1 transgene with a leucine 3 tryptophan (INX1–LW)
point mutation was accomplished using primers designed for site-

directed mutagenesis of L (35)3W for Hve–inx1 using standard proce-
dures (Sambrook et al., 1989). Cellular transformation was performed by
direct intranuclear injection of neurons in the intact developing embryo
(Baker and Macagno, 2006). Animals were allowed to develop for an
additional 2– 8 d before they were fixed, mounted in glycerol, and exam-
ined using a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000). Neurobiotin in-
jections were performed as described by Fan et al. (2005) and 5-HT
injections as described by Wolszon et al. (1994b). Whole-mount indirect
5-HT immunofluorescence was performed using a goat anti-5-HT poly-
clonal antibody (diluted 1:200; ImmunoStar) and an Alexa Fluor 568
donkey anti-goat antibody diluted 1:500 (Invitrogen). In situ hybridiza-
tion staining was performed as described by Nardelli-Haefliger and
Shankland (1993). In situ hybridization staining intensities were mea-
sured using MetaMorph software by manually defining the boundary
regions around the somas of individually stained neurons and determin-
ing the average gray level values above background.

RNAi of Hve–inx1 through intron-mediated short-hairpin micro-RNA
expression. A short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) expression cassette was de-
signed with a leech actin intron (HmAct1; GenBank accession number
DQ333328, base pairs 1801–1956) inserted downstream of the ORF of
EGFP (pEGFP–C3; Clontech) between the BglII and BamHI sites of the
multiple cloning region. Using PCR mutagenesis, a stop codon was

Figure 1. Morphology and distribution of INX1–EGFP in an AP neuron. A, Schematic representation of the embryonic and adult AP neurons in adjacent segmental ganglia. In the embryo, the AP
neuron sends transient axons up and down the CNS connective (dashed lines) that, once contacting the axon from the adjacent segmental ganglion are retracted, yield the adult configuration. B,
Dye injections of Lucifer yellow and Neurobiotin/Alexa Fluor 568 Strepavidin staining of adjacent embryonic AP cells [segmental ganglia 8 (SG8) and 9 (SG9)] showing transient overlapping
projections in the connective. C, Enlargement of the boxed area shown in B, indicating area of axon overlap (yellow). D, INX1–EGFP transgene expression by a mid-embryonic AP neuron (day 17) at
a time when the connective axon has begun to retract (red label from Neurobiotin dye fill). The transgene formed fluorescent puncta in the ganglionic neuropil and in the connective axon. E, F,
Enlargements of the boxed areas in D, showing clustered INX1–EGFP fluorescence. Scale bar, 30 �m.
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placed 10 bp in front of the intron, and the endonuclease restriction sites
KpnI and PstI were inserted in the middle of the intron. Finally, the CMV
promoter of pEGFP–C3 was excised between NdeI and AgeI and replaced
by the proximal promoter region of HmAct1 (base pairs 1–1437). To
target the Hve–inx1 gene, a pair of complementary oligonucleotides were
commercially synthesized that target the 21 bp sequence AAATCAGA-
CAGCACTCTCGGA, which was reported previously to transiently si-
lence Hve–inx1 (Todd et al., 2010). Each oligonucleotide included,
respectively, a KpnI and PstI digested sequence at the 5� and 3� ends and
a loop region [(CTTCCTGTCA); 5�- CAAATCAGACAGCACTCTCG
GATCAAGAGTCCGAGAGTGCTGTCTGATTTCTGCA 3� and 5�-CA
TGGTTTAGTCTGTCGTGAGAGCCTAGTTCTCAGGCTCTCACGAC
AGACTAAAG (targeted complementary region underlined)]. Target
sequences for gene silencing of leech tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) and
Hve–inx19 were selected using a Web-based program (www.idtdna.

com/Scitools/Applications/shRNA/). To target Hve–inx19, the 21 bp se-
quence CATCAAACTGCACCACGACTT was chosen, and to target
leech TPH, the 21 bp target region GGTTTGGCCTATCGAGTCTTT
was used. Complementary oligonucleotides were annealed together at a
final concentration of 50 �M each in an annealing buffer comprising 10
mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, and 100 mM NaCl and using a
touchdown PCR program set for 30 min at 94°C and cooled by 1°C every
2 min down to 4°C. Annealed oligonucleotides were kept on ice and
diluted to 5 nM for ligation into KpnI and PstI digested A1–EGFP–intron
vector.

Cell culture. S2 Drosophila cells were grown at 25°C in Schneider’s
Drosophila media (Invitrogen) with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum (catalog #21720024; Invitrogen) containing 1% penicillin–strep-
tomycin solution (G6784; Sigma). Cells were seeded 1 d before transfec-
tion in six-well tissue culture plates (Greiner Bio-One). Calcium

Figure 2. Expression of the intronic shINX1 plasmid selectively reduces Hve–inx1 mRNA levels and uncouples the AP neuron. A, B, Double labeling of embryonic AP neurons 48 h after expression
of the EGFP–shINX1 reporter vector (A1–A3; asterisks indicate AP neurons) and in situ hybridization (ISH; B1–B3), revealing the loss of INX1 mRNA staining (red arrowheads). C, D, Control
expression of an shRNA targeting INX19 (C1–C3; asterisks) fails to diminish INX1 mRNA labeling intensity (D1–D3; red arrowheads). E, Quantification of INX1 mRNA staining intensity after shINX1
and INX19 expression. Values represent gray levels above background, corresponding to the location of the APs (transformed neurons; black bars) or nontransformed neurons adjacent to the APs
(non-transformed neurons; gray bars). Data are�SD (**p �0.01). F–I, The intronic shmiRNA system was specific to the targeted gene. Double labeling reveals that expressing a shmiRNA targeting
tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) in the serotonin (5-HT)-positive Rz neuron leads to a reduction in TPH mRNA labeling (F, G; red arrow) that was not observed when the Rz expressed the shmiRNA
targeting INX1 (red arrowhead; H, I ). J, K, Gene silencing of TPH leads to diminished 5-HT immunolabeling in the targeted cell. Reduced 5-HT immunolabeling is evident not just in the cell body of
the Rz neuron (K; arrow compared with its segmental homolog; asterisk). L–P, Hve–inx1 gene silencing eliminates GJ tracer coupling by the AP neuron. L, In mid-embryonic animals (E12–E15),
during which time the axons of the APs are overlapping in the connective nerve (arrowhead in L), tracer coupling between the AP cells can be reliably visualized by 5-HT injection (asterisk) followed
by 5-HT immunoreactivity. Coupled AP neurons indicated by arrows. M, 5-HT immunoreactivity 48 h after expression of a shINX19 transgene (asterisk). Note the presence of label in contralateral AP
(arrow). N, 5-HT immunoreactivity in the adjacent posterior ganglion (SG9) to that shown in M. Note the 5-HT AP labeling in the ipsilateral cell (arrow). O, P, 5-HT immunoreactivity 48 h after
expression of the shINX1 transgene (asterisk); no tracer coupling was seen in the contralateral AP neuron (O) or in the ipsilateral AP cell of an adjacent ganglion (P). Scale bars: F–I, 75 �m; other
panels, 45 �m.
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phosphate transfection was performed as de-
scribed for the Drosophila Expression System
(Invitrogen). The same Hve–inx1 and Hve–
inx1–LW transgenes described above were
used but with the leech actin promoter re-
placed with the Drosophila super core pro-
moter 1 (Juven-Gershon et al., 2006).

The S2 cells were allowed to express for 48 h
and were then subjected to cell aggregation
assays by mixing equal volumes of cell suspen-
sions in polystyrene 35 mm dishes and agitat-
ing them using a rotary shaker at 100 rpm for
20 min. The cellular aggregates were then
counted without mounting using a Nikon
Eclipse E600 microscope equipped with a 20�/
0.50W numerical aperture Plan Apo differen-
tial interference contrast water-immersion
objective and a Cooke Sensicam QE CCD cam-
era. For quantification, the number of cells in
aggregates, the number of aggregates per field,
and the number of single cells per field were
counted in a minimum of five different fields.
Clusters of more than five cells were considered
an aggregate. Experiments were performed in
triplicate.

Statistical analyses. We used Fisher’s exact
test to analyze AP sprouting. In all cases, a two-
tailed p value was obtained using StatPlus.
Measurements for the S2 cell aggregation assay
are given in mean � SE. Statistical significances
for multiple grouped data were determined by
two-way ANOVA in Excel, followed by the
paired Student’s t tests to look for similarities
and differences between groups.

Results
INX1 is present in GJs located at the site
of AP–AP interactions in the
connective nerves
Previously we demonstrated that the pan-neuronal leech innexin
Hve–inx1 plays a necessary role in the formation of GJs between
most central neurons, as demonstrated by the abolishment of dye
coupling after neuronal expression of a dominant-negative
mutant of this protein (Yazdani et al., 2013). Accordingly, we
selected Hve–inx1 for our studies of GJs and AP homolog avoid-
ance. Because GJ proteins can be heterogeneously distributed
within the arbor of a leech neuron (Yazdani et al., 2013), we first
checked that INX1 is indeed present at the location in the con-
nective nerves in which AP homologs are known to form GJs
(Wolszon et al., 1994b). Because INX1 is expressed by most if not
all central leech neurons, we chose to visualize GJ plaques con-
taining INX1 by expressing an INX1 transgene with a COOH-
terminal EGFP tag in single AP neurons (Fig. 1D–F). Previous
studies have shown that such INX transgenes faithfully repro-
duced the punctate pattern observed when staining the ganglion
with an INX antibody, except that there was additional diffuse
fluorescence in the cell body, which was attributed to higher ex-
pression levels of the transgene (Firme et al., 2012; Yazdani et al.,
2013). Critically, these studies also demonstrated that the INX
transgenes were capable of forming functional GJs indicating that
at least some of the fluorescent puncta represented GJ plaques.
The INX1 transgene in the AP neuron also produced a diffuse
fluorescence throughout the arbor of the cell but with large punc-
tate fluorescence along and near the primary processes of the cell
and smaller puncta in many of the finer processes (Fig. 1E). In
addition, a strong fluorescence was seen in the connective axons

of the neuron (Fig. 1F). Because the AP cell shown in Figure 1D–F
was of an age when axon retraction in the connective would be
expected to have already commenced, it is likely that the larger
clusters correspond to the accumulation of fluorescent INX1 in
internal recycling bodies, such as endosomes. Finally, expressing
the INX1 transgene did not appear to affect normal AP axon
homolog avoidance, because older preparations were observed
with complete connective axon collapse after expressing the
transgene (data not shown).

In summary, these observations of INX1 GJ protein localiza-
tion in the AP connective axons in which they interact with ho-
mologs complement past physiological tracer-passage and EM
reconstruction studies, showing the presence of this GJ protein in
the connective axon.

Evaluation of efficacy and specificity of intronic short-hairpin
micro-RNA transgenes
RNAi in the leech has been performed successfully at the single-
cell level through the direct injection of dsRNAs into the cyto-
plasm of identified cells and neurons (Baker and Macagno, 2000;
Samuels et al., 2010; Todd et al., 2010). However, concern regard-
ing the long-term effectiveness of knockdown led us to adopt a
plasmid-based shRNA expression system (Fig. 2) that takes ad-
vantage of the fact that some short-hairpin micro-RNAs (shmiR-
NAs) are found within the introns of transcripts (Stegmeier et al.,
2005; Qiu et al., 2008). In such a manner, a single pre-mRNA
transcript can allow for the production of a reporter transcript

Figure 3. The AP neuron continues to extend its interganglionic axons after INX1 knockdown. A, Composite image of an AP cell
7 d after expression of the empty shmiRNA expression vector. Fluorescence images are here displayed as black on white for
improved contrast. The red arrowheads indicate the leading edge of the CNS connective axons. Higher-magnification views of the
cell in A revealing the remnants of the anterior projecting axon (B) and a normal looking AP cell (C). D, In contrast, 8 d after
expression of the shINX1 transgene, the connective axons have continued to extend, reaching the borders of the anterior and
posterior ganglia (red arrowheads). E–G, Higher-magnification views of the cell in D, showing a more complex leading tip, with
numerous filopodia (E, G). Scale bar: A, D, 120 �m; other panels, 60 �m.
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such as EGFP along with the intronic shRNA, thereby greatly
facilitating the tracking of shRNA production in individual cells
and the screening of knockdown effectiveness, particularly
within tissues in vivo (Haley et al., 2008).

The effectiveness of the shmiRNA vector in knocking down Hve–
inx1 mRNA was tested using whole-mount in situ hybridization of
the embryo after single AP cell expression of the hairpin. Hve–inx1
mRNA labeling was found to be significantly reduced in neurons
expressing the plasmid (Fig. 2A1–A3,B1–B3,E). In contrast, express-
ing a different shmiRNA targeting Hve–inx19 (Fig. 2C1–C3,D1–
D3,E), which is also expressed by the AP neuron, did not significantly
alter Hve–inx1 mRNA labeling compared with nontransformed
neighboring neurons (Fig. 2E). The specificity of the intronic
shmiRNA system for gene silencing was further tested by a series of
experiments targeting a different mRNA: tryptophan hydroxylase
(TPH). TPH mRNA labeling in Retzius (Rz) neurons expressing the
shmiRNA transgene targeting TPH was visibly reduced after 3–4 d
(Fig. 2F,G). Furthermore, TPH mRNA staining was not noticeably
affected when the same Rz cells expressed the shmiRNA targeting
INX1 (Fig. 2H,I), indicating that the shINX1 sequence does not
shut down all DNA transcription. Finally, an obvious reduction in
serotonin (5-HT) immunoreactivity in the soma of the Rz neuron

and major processes was observed after knockdown of TPH (Fig.
2J,K).

Previous studies from our laboratory have shown persistent
tracer coupling between the bilateral APs in the same ganglion
from E12 onward through intracellular injections of 5-HT [mo-
lecular weight (MW) 212], which is then detected in the soma of
the coupled cell by 5-HT immunoreactivity (Wolszon et al.,
1994b). Furthermore, in embryos from E13 to E15, when the
axons of the APs overlap in the connective nerve, 5-HT injections
also reliably label the ipsilateral APs in adjacent anterior and
posterior ganglia (Fig. 2L–N). In contrast, Neurobiotin (MW
322), 5,6-carboxyfluorescein (MW 376), or Lucifer yellow (MW
459) all fail to behave as GJ tracers when injected into the AP cell,
regardless of developmental age (Wolszon et al., 1994b; our un-
published results). Therefore, we used 5-HT injections into the
AP cell to test for GJ coupling after expressing the intronic
shmiRNA targeting INX1. In five of six cases when the EGFP
shINX1 reporter construct was strongly expressed, 5-HT cou-
pling to the contralateral AP neuron was abolished (Fig. 2O), and
in all six cases coupling to the adjacent ganglia AP cells was elim-
inated (Fig. 1P). This effect also appeared to be persistent,
because it was observed in animals up to 25 d of development

Figure 4. Quantification of AP growth after INX1 perturbation. A–D, AP neuron morphology was classified into one of the following. A, AP with no axons in the anterior or posterior connective
(example shown after shINX19). B, AP (in SG8) axon entering the adjacent anterior segmental ganglion (SG7) (after shINX1). C, AP (in SG8) axon branching in the posterior adjacent segmental
ganglion (SG9) with projections extending out the nerve roots (white arrowheads; after INX1PL expression). D, AP (SG8) axon entering ganglion two segments anterior (SG6) (after shINX1). Scale
bar, 50 �m. Most preparations receiving control dye fills or shInx19 expression (targeting a different innexin gene expressed by the AP neuron) had axons restricted to the local segmental ganglion
(black and dark bars; n � 15 of 17), those expressing the shINX1 (diagonal bars; n � 12 of 14), or INX1–PL dominant-negative transgene (light gray bars; n � 5 of 6) or the INX1–LW channel-null
mutant (horizontal bars; n � 7 of 7) had axons extending into the adjacent ganglion and in some instances out of the contralateral roots or beyond the next segmental ganglion.
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(n � 3). In contrast, expression of the shmiRNA without a hair-
pin insert or with the shINX19 sequence resulted in the 5-HT
coupling being maintained with the contralateral AP in all ages
tested (Fig. 2M; n � 9) and with the ipsilateral APs in adjacent
ganglia in preparations younger than E15 (Fig. 2N; n � 8). There-
fore, we conclude that the shINX1 intronic transgene provides
effective, long-lasting gene silencing of Hve–inx1 and that it ef-
fectively abolishes GJ tracer coupling between the AP neurons.

Hve–inx1 gene silencing in AP neurons leads to the continued
growth of their connective nerve projections in the presence
of those of their homologs
To assay for possible effects of Hve–inx1 knockdown on the pro-
jections of the AP neuron, we examined their branches in the
interganglionic nerves beginning at E20, 5– 8 d after AP–AP in-
teraction is taking place and at a developmental stage when the
axons of the AP in the connective have either fully, or at least
partially, retracted (Gao and Macagno, 1987b; Wolszon et al.,
1994b; Gan and Macagno, 1997). Figure 3A–C shows a composite
image of an AP neuron in the CNS at E20, 7 d after expression of
the empty shmiRNA expression vector. The tips of the connective
axons are demarcated by the red arrowheads, which reveal that
the anteriorly and posteriorly directed projections extend only
into the beginning of the central connective and no farther. In
contrast, 7 d after expressing the shINX1 transgene, EGFP label-
ing in a representative AP cell reveals that the central projections
have continued to extend and have begun to enter the ganglia of
the anterior and posterior neighboring segments (Fig. 3D–G).
The morphology of their growing tips closely resembles those
seen earlier in development. Because these projections are still
actively extending in the connective, their features include flat-
tened regions (lamellipodia) and numerous branches and filop-
odia (Wolszon et al., 1994b; Fig. 3E,G), in strong contrast to the
controls, which display thin, single tips devoid of filopodia (Fig.
3B). However, no differences were observed in the neuropil ar-
bors between experimental animals and controls. In both cases,
the AP neurons maintained their strict contralateral projections,
and no instances of neurites in the ipsilateral nerve roots were
observed.

The extent of sprouting by an AP after INX1 knockdown
varied considerably among experiments (Fig. 4). Although most
preparations showed sprouting and growth by the axon in the
adjacent connectives (85%; n � 12 of 14), close to 25% also
displayed longer processes entering the adjacent segmental gan-
glia and extending out to the periphery within their nerve roots,
and 12% of the AP cells had projections extending beyond the
adjacent ganglia toward the next ganglionic segment (Fig. 4D).
This can be contrasted with only 19% (n � 3 of 16) of AP cells
after shmiRNA INX19 expression, which displayed projec-
tions close to a neighboring ganglion but none that had grown
farther.

It is worth considering that, although the extraganglionic AP
axons are known to form overlapping projections in the CNS
connective between the ages of E12 and E15, we were only able to
begin gene silencing after E12. The fragility of the embryo and
neurons at earlier stages makes transgene expression by direct
nucleus injection impractical before this time. Thus, the variable
phenotypes we report here are likely to be the result of only a
partial knockdown of Hve–inx1 at the beginning of AP–AP con-
tact and interaction.

Hve–inx1 gene silencing in an AP results in maintained
growth by the connective nerve projections of its homologs in
neighboring segments
Next we also sought to assay the morphology of the homologs in
adjacent ganglia after INX1 knockdown in an AP neuron. The
homologs, while receiving no direct experimental perturbation,
might be expected to also be relieved of any inhibitory signal
mediated through the AP–AP GJ and to phenocopy the growth
seen after AP deletion (Gao and Macagno, 1987b). Accordingly,
we dye filled the ipsilateral extrasegmental AP neurons in the
adjacent anterior and posterior ganglia after INX1 knockdown.
Significant maintained growth was observed in five of eight suc-
cessful preparations, with projections close to or beyond the
neighboring segmental ganglion; three of these had processes ex-
tending out of the contralateral nerve roots of the neighboring
ganglion (Fig. 5, arrows).

Together, these data confirm that GJ signaling is responsible
for AP–AP neuron homolog avoidance. Knocking down Hve–inx1
levels leads to continued growth by the connective axons of the AP

Figure 5. Loss of INX1 GJ signaling in the AP neuron leads to sprouting by the extrasegmen-
tal untreated AP homolog. A, Composite image of two adjacent ganglia. The shINX1 transgene
was expressed in the AP cell of the top ganglion for 7 d, after which time the ipsilateral AP
neuron of the extrasegmental ganglion (bottom ganglion) was injected with Neurobiotin–
dextran. B, C, Higher-magnification view of the shINX1-expressing AP neuron (EGFP; B) and the
extrasegmental AP neuron (red label; C). In this example, both the shINX1-expressing AP and
the extrasegmental AP have continued to extend their connective axons into the adjacent
ganglion and extend projections out the contralateral nerve roots (arrows). Scale bar: A, 200
�m; B, C, 30 �m.
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neurons. Moreover, this GJ-dependent inhibition of growth is sym-
metrical, affecting not just the experimental AP neuron but also its
unperturbed extrasegmental homologs.

Maintained AP axon growth is phenocopied by expressing a
dominant-negative INX1 transgene
A highly conserved (or convergent) proline residue (amino acid
120 in INX1) is found in the second transmembrane domain of
all innexins and pannexins and many connexins (Phelan, 2005).
Studies with connexins describe this proline as introducing a kink
into the three-dimensional structure of the protein, and muta-
tion of the proline to leucine in Cx26 has been shown to impart a
dominant-negative effect on all connexons composed of the mu-
tated GJ protein subunit (Suchyna et al., 1993; Ri et al., 1999;
Ambrosi et al., 2010). Likewise, leech INX1–PL leads to a loss of
transgene puncta when it is expressed in neurons and the uncou-
pling of INX1 gap junctional communication (Yazdani et al.,
2013). Therefore, we examined the effects on growth of the con-
nective axons when the AP neuron expressed the INX1–PL trans-
gene. Because the INX1–PL transgene typically did not produce
strong fluorescent labeling in the processes of neurons, we used
Lucifer yellow or Neurobiotin dye injections to label the arbor of
the cell. The INX1–PL transgene was expressed in eight AP cells,
seven of which displayed maintained growth reaching to the

neighboring ganglia or beyond, with three
of them growing out of the neighbor’s
roots (Fig. 4C). One of the eight resem-
bled the control shINX19 APs or control
dye fills and had no sprouted axons.

Thus, expressing the INX1–PL trans-
gene mimics the effects of INX1 RNAi,
leading the connective axons to sprout
and grow past their extrasegmental
homologs.

INX1-mediated AP homolog avoidance
requires a functional GJ pore
In addition to coupling cells electrically,
GJs allow for the direct intercytoplasmic
exchange of small molecules. Moreover,
innexons and pannexons have been
shown to mediate the extracellular release
of signaling molecules, such as ATP (Bao
et al., 2004; Samuels et al., 2010). Interest-
ingly, in their roles in cortical neuronal
migration, connexins have been shown to
have a purely adhesive role, providing dy-
namic adhesive contacts with radial glial
cells in the absence of intercytoplasmic
molecular signaling (Elias et al., 2007). To
test whether this might also be the case for
the role of INX1 in AP–AP avoidance, we
examined the effects of expressing a mu-
tant INX1 transgene that formed a non-
functional (closed) channel but was still
capable of docking with an apposed
innexon and presumably mediating an
adhesive interaction. Critical protein res-
idues within the transmembrane regions
of GJ proteins help control the perme-
ation and gating of the channel, and sev-
eral connexin point mutations within the
transmembrane regions have been iso-

lated and shown to allow for the formation of closed-channel GJs
that retains their adhesive function (Beahm et al., 2006; Elias et
al., 2007). We sought to obtain an equivalent INX1 mutant by
mutating a highly conserved/convergent leucine found in the first
transmembrane domain of most innexins, pannexins, and con-
nexins (Phelan 2005) and which when switched to tryptophan
in the Drosophila Shak(B) innexin has been shown to reduce GJ
coupling by �30-fold when expressed in Xenopus oocytes and
paired with the wild-type Shak(B) innexon (Depriest et al., 2011).

When this mutant INX1 (INX1–LW; L35 3 W) was ex-
pressed in the embryo, it led to the formation of normal looking
puncta within the arbors of central neurons (Fig. 6A,B), but
when INX1–LW was expressed in one of the AP neurons and 3 d
later it was injected with 5-HT, no 5-HT immunoreactivity was
detected in the contralateral APs (n � 4; Fig. 6A,B), indicating
that normal AP–AP tracer coupling was abolished.

Although the presence of fluorescent puncta in these neurons
indicated that GJ plaques were still being made in the absence of
tracer exchange, we sought to directly test the adhesive properties
of INX1–LW by expressing the mutant innexin in cultured cells
and performing cellular aggregation assays. Drosophila S2 cells
transiently transfected with wild-type leech innexins reliably ag-
gregate into innexin-specific cellular clusters (Fig. 7). For INX1,
this aggregation was selective for INX1-expressing cells. When

Figure 6. Sprouting by the AP neuron connective axon after expressing a channel-null INX1 transgene (INX1–LW). A, Serotonin
tracer coupling with the contralateral AP neuron (arrow) after expressing wild-type INX1. Note the 5-HT coupling to the contralat-
eral AP neuron (arrow). B, Loss of 5-HT coupling after expressing the channel-null mutant. Note that, despite the loss of coupling,
the mutant transgene punctal distribution closely resembles that of the wild type, suggesting that normal GJ formation is not
affected. C, Representation of AP sprouting 5 d after INX1–LW expression. The AP neuron (E) has extended its connective axon into
the anterior segmental ganglion (D) and out of the contralateral roots (arrows) and into the posterior segmental ganglion (F ).
Scale bar: A, B, 30 �m; D–F, 100 �m.
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cultures of INX1–EGFP- and INX6 –mCherry-expressing cells, a
leech neuronal innexin that is selectively expressed by only three
neurons in each ganglion (Dykes and Macagno, 2006), were
mixed together, INX1 aggregates and INX6 aggregates were sep-
arately formed with very little mixing (Fig. 7B), suggesting that at
least for monomeric INX1 and INX6 hexamers, heterotypic GJs
do not form. Importantly, S2 cells expressing the INX1–LW mu-
tant showed a similar tendency to aggregate as the wild-type
INX1 (Fig. 7C). Finally, these aggregates were observed to form
not only with other INX1–LW-expressing cells but also wild-type
INX1 cells (Fig. 7D), suggesting that the L3W mutation does
not prevent the ability of the monomeric INX1–LW innexon
from docking with other wild-type INX1 innexons. Thus, al-
though we cannot rule out other subtle changes produced by
INX1–LW, expressing the mutant transgene blocks normal
AP–AP GJ tracer passage while still allowing the formation of
characteristic GJ puncta in the AP neuronal arbor. Furthermore,
the INX1–LW protein retains similar adhesive characteristics as
the wild-type INX1, suggesting that only the GJ pore is signifi-
cantly perturbed.

When the INX1–LW mutant was expressed in E12 AP neu-
rons, the connective axons were observed to continue to extend,
mimicking the effects of INX1 knockdown and the INX1–PL
mutant (Figs. 4, 6C–F). The INX1–LW transgene was expressed
in seven AP cells, and all had axons in or near the anterior and
posterior neighboring ganglia, with three of the cells extending
their processes out of at least one of the adjacent roots of the
ganglion (Figs. 4, 6D, arrows).

These findings provide support for the view that AP intercel-
lular GJ communication is a necessary requirement for AP ho-
molog avoidance.

Discussion
A common feature of early nervous system development is the
widespread coupling of cells through GJs, many of which be-
come downregulated as the nervous system matures. Uncou-
pling has been seen at the time of axon outgrowth (Goodman
and Spitzer, 1979; Kramer and Kuwada, 1983), as well as dur-

ing axonal pathfinding at decision points, such as while inter-
acting with guidepost cells (Taghert et al., 1982). GJ-coupled
cellular networks also appear to define functional domains
within the developing nervous system in which they have been
speculated to help regulate everything from synapse and cir-
cuit formation to cellular proliferation, migration, and death
(Lopresti et al., 1974; Cusato et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2004;
Elias et al., 2007; Firme et al., 2012). We can now add neuronal
homolog avoidance to the list of cellular developmental phe-
nomena mediated by GJs.

AP–AP GJ signaling
We have shown that the knockdown in a single AP neuron of the
expression of Hve–inx1, a necessary component of AP GJs, un-
couples this neuron from its normal network and renders it un-
responsive to its homologs, allowing it to grow into territory from
where it is normally excluded and, reciprocally, permitting its
homologs to innervate its territory in its presence.

A number of critical questions are raised by these results.
For example, how does the AP–AP GJ-mediated interaction
lead to process retraction but interactions between projections
of other homologous neurons that also involve GJ coupling
result in stabilization of the coupled projections? A good ex-
ample of this behavior is the S interneurons. Each segmental
ganglion in the leech CNS contains a single S cell, whose large
axons form stable electrical synapses in the middle of the con-
nective nerve with the homologous S cells of the anterior and
posterior ganglia, forming a fast conducting circuit linking all
ganglia in the CNS (Muller and Scott, 1981). However, the S
cell expresses a unique innexin, Hve–inx6 (Dykes and Mac-
agno, 2006), not found in the APs. Could the innexin compo-
sition of the innexons assembled by a cell help determine
whether the homologous neurons retract interacting branches? It
may also be important to consider that, although there are
other motor neurons that display axonal homolog avoidance
behaviors similar to the AP (Gao and Macagno, 1987a,b),
there are also many other homologous neurons, particularly
sensory neurons in leech ganglia, that extend axons up and

Figure 7. Aggregation of S2 cells expressing leech innexins. A, Representative image of a mixture of INX1–EGFP, INX6 –mCherry, and non-expressing cells immediately after
suspension in the media. B, Formation of INX1–EGFP and INX6 –mCherry aggregates after mixing on an orbital shaker for 20 min. C, Formation of INX1–LW aggregates indicating that
the mutation does not disrupt INX1-dependent adhesion. D, Cellular adhesion between INX1–LW–EGFP-expressing and wild-type INX1–mCherry-expressing cells indicating that
INX1–LW maintains the ability to selectively bind to wild-type INX1. Scale bar, 30 �m. E, The number of cells in each aggregate according to type of expression. The x-axis represents cell
aggregate sizes of 5–50, 50 –100, and �100 cells per aggregate. The y-axis represents the number of each case. The bars indicate the means of five samples from three independent
results. Error bars indicate the SE. Two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect between nontransformed and innexin transformed cells (F(4,43) � 9.06, p � 0.004) but no significant
differences in aggregate sizes (F(2,43) � 1.86, p � 0.21).
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down the interganglionic connective nerves but do not form
any GJs, permanent or transient, between their processes.

The AP–AP GJ permeability is different from those of most of
the other well studied electrical synapses in the leech CNS and
hence may allow a different set of signaling molecules to be ex-
changed. While allowing the passage of 5-HT (MW 212; Wolszon
et al., 1994b, 1995; M. W. Baker and E. R. Macagno, unpublished
observations), the AP–AP GJ does not allow the passage of Neu-
robiotin (MW 322), which can readily cross between most of the
nonrectifying synapses that have been characterized in the leech
(Fan et al., 2005; Firme et al., 2012). Furthermore, our results
confirm that Hve–inx1 is necessary for signaling AP neuron ho-
molog avoidance, but Hve–inx1 is a pan-neuronally expressed
innexin, so it is unlikely that it is sufficient for mediating the
signal exchanged by AP homologs. For example, the adult AP
neuron expresses three other innexin genes (Kandarian et al.,
2012), which will each need to be tested for having any role(s) in
homolog avoidance.

Another interesting question raised by these results is why
none of the experimental AP neurons that extended their connec-
tive axons after INX1–GJ perturbation did not also sprout pro-
jections out of the ipsilateral ganglionic nerve roots. Previous
studies have revealed that homolog avoidance can occur not only
between extrasegmental AP neurons but also between con-
tralateral AP neurons from the same ganglion. Killing one of
the AP neurons during a critical window, from E15 to E25,
leads to sprouting by the contralateral homolog out of the
ipsilateral nerve roots such that the remaining AP neuron now
has projections out of each side of the ganglion (Wolszon et
al., 1995). Could this represent a different type of homolog
avoidance? One possible explanation might be that the INX1-
based GJs responsible for the avoidance response of the con-
nective axon are different from the INX1-based GJs found in
the ganglion itself.

What is the AP–AP GJ signal in the connective?
What might be the nature of the soluble signal exchanged by
the AP s projections? The symmetry of the interaction appears
to create a paradoxical situation because, whatever the signal
is, it does not act as a self-inhibiting factor on its source cell at
the same time that it inhibits the homolog. Because the ho-
mologous axons do not immediately stop extending when they
meet and form GJs but rather continue growing until they
have formed a significant region of overlap (Fig. 2 B, C; Wol-
szon et al., 1994b), it is possible that the shafts act as sinks for
a soluble growth factor, mutually reducing its concentration
in the growth cones to below a level at which it can be effective,
thus stopping growth. Other mechanisms are possible, of
course, and the issue may only be resolved when the actual
signal has been identified.

One possible GJ signal would be Ca 2�. Fura-2 imaging of the
ganglionic connective during the period when the AP axons over-
lap has demonstrated that Ca 2� waves generated in one of the AP
cells travel across the AP–AP connective GJs and into the axon of
the extrasegmental AP (Wolszon et al., 1994a). It is also worth
considering that GJ proteins have increasingly been shown to
have a much wider spectrum of physiological functions than just
permitting intercellular passage of soluble molecules. For ex-
ample, Ca 2� release leading to Ca2 � wave propagation in
cultured cells and ATP release by erythrocytes requires con-
nexons and or pannexons channels (Cotrina et al., 1998; Bao et
al., 2004; Locovei et al., 2006). In the leech ganglion, a glial
innexin, Hve–inx2 (Dykes et al., 2004; Dykes and Macagno,

2006), can function as a nonjunctional mechanosensitive in-
nexon, releasing ATP into the extracellular space in response
to nerve injury (Bao et al., 2007; Samuels et al., 2010). The
adhesive properties of some of the connexins, including their
roles in cellular migration, are thought to involve coreceptor
signaling and cytoskeletal remodeling (Matsuuchi and Naus,
2013). These effects depend on the ability of the extracellular
loops to dock with apposing connexons (Elias et al., 2007,
2010), and the presence of the C tail of cx43, which can bind
directly with tubulin (Giepmans et al., 2001). A role for down-
stream transcriptional control in AP–AP homolog avoidance
can also not be excluded. Among olfactory neurons in Caeno-
rhabditis elegans, GJ signaling has been shown to repress tran-
scriptional factors controlling gene expression and cellular
fate (Chuang et al., 2007; Hsieh et al., 2012).

Several important distinctions can be made between the ho-
molog avoidance described between the connective axons of the
AP and neuronal dendritic tiling among sensory cells. Perhaps
foremost, one occurs between the axons of homologous cells, and
the other describes an interaction that occurs principally between
their dendrites. In fact, the body wall innervation of the AP is
known to overlap considerably with the extrasegmental ho-
mologs (Gan and Macagno, 1997). Unlike certain sensory cells,
for which a non-overlapping arbor can provide sensory discrim-
ination, the AP neuron is believed to function as a motor efferent,
helping to modulate sensory neuron activity. Second, although
dendritic tiling between sensory cells is thought to occur on a
rapid timescale (minutes) with dynamic filopodial extensions
followed by rapid retraction on contacting a neighboring or iso-
cellular process (Wang and Macagno, 1997; Sugimura et al.,
2003; Baker and Macagno, 2007), AP homolog avoidance in the
connective occurs over several days (Wolszon et al., 1994b).
Indeed, in view of this fact and in light of the S-cell response
described above, we had hypothesized that the initial interac-
tion in the connective between the AP axons, and like that of
the S-cell axons, is one of adhesion so that, although the AP
axon many initially continue to extend, over time as more
inter-axonal plaques are formed, this extension stops. How-
ever, unlike with the S cells, whose connection is presumed to
be INX6 based and whose axons also overlap considerably in
the connective (McGlade-McCulloh and Muller, 1989), the
INX1-based channel in the AP axon conduct a unique sym-
metrical signal affecting the axons of both cells so that even-
tually they retract, collapsing back to the ganglion. Another
possibility might have been that INX6 GJ adhesion is signifi-
cantly stronger than that of INX1, leading the S-cell axons to
remain attached in the connective but not those of the APs.
However, our results with the S2 cellular aggregation assays
revealed that INX1 and INX6 innexons display comparable
adhesive affinities (Fig. 7). Together, these findings support
the view that intercellular communication and not cellular
adhesion underlies AP neuron homolog avoidance.

In summary, our results confirm the role of GJs as critical
mediators of axonal homolog avoidance. In the future, imaging
the AP connective axons using fluorescent reporter indicators
may help illuminate the second-messenger signal(s) responsible
for this cellular behavior.
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